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Worldwide Internet Ban on Michael McGrath and associates.
On behalf of /I\ Sacred Council of Sages of the Druid Order / Ordre des Druides and OCCTD
A message to all true Druids and to those who aspire to become true Druids.

This is a warning regarding Michael McGrath of Kilkenny, Ireland, who masquerades as a Druid. Having forged his
qualifications he then embellished his miserable condition by assuming the titles of 'Archdruid of - Tara, Kilkenny,
Munster, Ireland and the World'. He and his associates are to be avoided by all sincere Druids. Michael McGrath does
not treat our chosen path with the truth, respect and dedication it requires. McGrath is a profane Neo-Nazi who is
deeply disturbed as repeatedly shown by his abusive communications, vulgar contempt and irreverence for all that is
sacred.
Association with Michael McGrath would contaminate and endanger any sincere Druid or aspirant.
McGrath's words and actions are despicable.
He has repeatedly assaulted the good name of Celtic Druids who far exceed anything he or his ghouls can ever hope
to achieve.
We are aware that Gina McGarry and Melvyn Lloyd (in formal association with McGrath) are attempting to lead astray
those who have not yet developed enough discrimination to understand the extreme danger involved in associating with
such demonically driven imbeciles.
Gina McGarry, who has adopted the title of 'Faery Queen Archdruid of Tara', by 'permission' of this psychotic fascist is
an object of laughter.
Mel Lloyd who has deputised for McGrath, now seeks to set up a European Druid Order - but such a house would be
made with fake bricks laid on forged foundations and could not be a safe place for true Druids.
Although we laugh at such ridiculous characters, it would be wise for all to avoid and ignore such infected people.
These types will always be among us, claiming rank and title to feed their egos and pollute the stream of true
knowledge for genuine and worthy people.

They are not of us.
They will not be among us.
We hereby promote and support the "Worldwide Internet Ban on Michael McGrath - DruidEire@cablenet.ie" simply
remove his name from your links page, block all his emails and allow no communications with Michael McGrath, Gina
McGarry or Mel Lloyd. This call to all true Druids and to those who aspire to become true Druids will facilitate the
Medical Healing that is needed by McGrath, it may also help cure the excessive ego expression of Gina McGarry and
will tell Mel Lloyd that he is recognised as a fraud even before he seeks world fame. Please pass on the "Worldwide
Internet Ban on Michael McGrath - DruidEire@cablenet.ie to all groups you may know with the intention to protect all
Druids.

By the Light of Truth

